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Performance Analysis of Three
Text-Join Algorithms
Weiyi Meng, Member, IEEE, Clement Yu, Senior Member, IEEE,
Wei Wang, and Naphtali Rishe, Member, IEEE Computer Society
Abstract-When a multidatabase system contains textual database systems (i.e., information retrieval systems), queries against
the global schema of the multidatabase system may contain a new type of joins-joins between attributes ol textual type. Three
algorithms for processing such a type of joins are presented and their l/O costs are analyzed in this paper. Since such a type of joins
often involves document collections of very large size, it is very important to find etficrent algorithms to process them. The three
algorithms differ on whether the documents themselves or the inverted files on the documents are used to process the join. Our
analysis and the simulation results indicate that the relative performance of these algorithms depends on the input document
collections, system characteristics, and the input query. For each algorithm, the type of input document collections with which the
algorithm is likely to perform well is identified. An integrated algorithm that automatically selects the best algorithm to use is also
proposed.
lndexTerms-Query processing, textual database, iniormation retrieval, join algorithm, multidatabase.
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T) ESEARCHaS in tnultidntabase systern have been intensified
I\i" recent years t4l, Isl, I9l, i131, t121,1161, [19]. rn this
papet we consider a multidatabase system that contains
both local systems thai manage siruclured data (e.g., reiationai DBSs) and local systems that manage unstructured
data (e.g., information retrieval (IR) sysiems for handling
text).
The global schema of a multidatabase svstem, integrated
from local database schemas, provides an overall picture of
al1 sharable data in the local systems. The global query lan-

guage can be used to specify queries against the global
schema, which will be referred to as global queries herea{ter,
and to retrieve data represented by the global schema. For
example, if the global scirema is in relaiional data model,
then SQL can be used as the giobal query language. Since
the multidatabase system considered in this paper contains
IR components and relational components, the global query
language must be capabie of accommodating both structured data and unstructured data. An SQl-based query
Ianguage that can serve such a purpose iras been proposed
in [i]. In this paper, we extend the features of this language
to specify our queries.
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Because we have a database front-end, global users may
submit queries that contain joins between attributes of textual type. A motivating exan'rple is presented in Section 2. A
likeiy join comparator for textual attributes is SIMILAR_TO
that matches objects with similar textuai contents based on
some similarity function. Since each textual object is essen-

tially a document, the join is to pair similar documents
among the two document collections corresponding to the
two textual attributes. Although other types of comparators
between textual attribuies may exist, the SIMILAR_TO operator is a key operator for textual data and, therefore, we
concentrate on this operator in this paper.
Whiie processing joins between nontextuai attributes has
been studied extensively, not much research has been reporied on processing joins between textual attributes in the
iiterature. In [6], the authors reported a case study on
automating the assignment of submitted papers to reviewers. The reported study requires matching the abstract of
each submitted paper with a number of profiles of potential
reviewers. The problem is essentially to process a join between two textual attributes. Since the document collections
involved were small, efficient processing strate$y of the join
was not their concern. Instead, the emphasis of that work
was on the accuracy of the automated match. A somewhat
related problem is the consecutiae retrieaal problem l7l, [77],
which is to determine, for a given set of queries Q against a
set of records R, whether there exists an organization of the
records such that, for each query in Q, ali relevant records
(loosely, similar records) can be stored in consecutive storage iocations. If we interpret Q and R as two document
colieciions, then the consecutive retrieval problem deals
with the storage aspect of efficient retrieval of relevant
documents from one collection for each document from
another collection. However, a major difference between

consecutive retrieval probiem and the
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problem is that the former assumes the knowledge of which
documents from R are relevant to each document in Q,
while ihe latter needs io find which documents from one
collection are most similar to each document from another
collection. Another related problem is the processing of a
set of queries against a document collection in batch. There
are several differences between this batch query problem
and the join problem:
1) For the former, many statistics about the queries
which are important for query processing and optimization such as the frequency of each term in the
queries are not avaiiable unless they are collected explicitly, which is unlikely since the batch may only
need to be processed once and it is unlikely to be cost
effective to collect these statistics.
2) Special data structures commonly associated with a
document collection, such as an inverted file, are unlikeiy to be available for the batch for the same reason
given above.
As we will see in this paper, the avaiiability of inverted files
means the applicability of certain algorithms. The ciustering problem in IR systems [14] requires finding, for each

document d, those documents similar to d in the same
document collection. This can be considered as a special
case of the join problem, as described here, when the two
document colleclions involving the join are identical.

A straightforward rvay exists for processhg joins between
textual attributes in a multidatabase environment. This
method can be described as foilows: Treat each document in
one colleclion as a query and process each such query against
the other collection independentiy to find the most simi.lar
documents. Howevet this method is extremely expensive

since either all documents in one of the two coileclions are
searched or ihe inverted file of that collection is ulilized once
for processing each document in the other collection. As an
example, consider lhe Smart system [3] developed at Cornell
University. Tlre Smart system uses inverted fiie to process user
queries. lf the coliecrion whose documents are used as queries
has a large number of documents, then usiag the inverted file
of the other collection to process each query independently can
easily incur a cost which is several orders of magnirude higher
than that of a belter join atgorithm (see Seclion 6). Therefore, it
is very important to develop efficient algorithms for processing joins between textual attributes. This paper has the following conlributions:

1) We preseni and anaiyze three aigorithms for processing joins between attributes of textual type.
2) Cost functions based on the I/O cost for each of the
algorithms are provided.
3) Simulation is done to compare the performance of the
proposed algorithms. Our investigation indicates that
no one algorithm is definitelv better than all other al-

gorithms in all circumstances.

in other words,

each

algorithm has its unique value in different situations.

4) We provide insight on the type of input document
collections with which each aigorithm is likely to perform well. We further give an algorithm which determines which one of the three algorithms should be
used for processing a text-join.
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We are not aware of any similar study that has been reported before.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: A motivating example is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we
include the assumptions and notations that we need in this
paper. The three join algorithms are introduced in Section 4.
Cost analyses and comparisons of the three algorithms are
presented in Section 5. In Section 6, simulation is carried
out to further compare the proposed algorithms and to
suggesi which algorithm to use for a particular situation.
An integrated algorithm that automatically selects the best
algorithm to use is also included in this section. We conclude our discussion in Section 7.
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Assume that the following two global relations have been
obtained after schema integration: Appiicants(SSN, Name,
Resume) and Positions(P#, Title, Job_descr), where relation
Applicants contains information of applicants for job positions in relation Positions, and Resume and Job_descr are of
type text. Consider the query to find, for each position, 2
applicanis whose resumes are most similar to the position's
description. This query can be expressed in extended SQL
as follows:
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select P.P#, P.Title, A.SSN, A.Name
from Positions P, Applicants A
where A. Resume SIIVIILAR_TO(2) P.Job_descr

SIMIL,,]
addres

The where-clause of the above query contains a join
on attributes of textual type. This tvpe of joins does not

3A:

appear in traditional database systems. Note that "A.Resume
SINIILAR_TO(,I) P.Job_descr" and "P.Job_descr SIlvllLAR_
TO(2) A.Resume" have different semantics. The former is to
find 2 resumes for each job description, while tire latter is to
find 2 job descriptions for each resume. All job descriptions
wiil be listed as output by the former. However, a job description may not be listed in ihe output by the latter if it is
not among the 2 most simiiar job descriptions to anv resume.
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Latet we will see that the asvmmetry of the operator
SIMILAR_TO has some impact on the evaluation strategy.
There are some important differences between joins in
relational database systems and the join between two textual attributes. Consider the relational join Ri.A e R2.A,
where I is a comparator such as = and >. Given a tuple t1
of R1 and a tuple t2 of R2, if t1[A] e Q[A] is true, then we
immediateiy know that t1 and t2 satisfy the join. However,
for a given resume r and a given job description i, there is
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the 2 resumes most similar to j, aIl resumes have to be considered. If we process the join by comparing each job description with all resumes, then, after a job description d is
compared with ail resumes, the 2 resumes most similar to d
can be identified and a partial result is produced. However,
if we process the ;'oin by comparing each resume with ail
job descriptions, then, after a resume is compared witir all
job descriptions, no partial result can be generated. In this
case, manv intermediate results (i.e., similarity values between resumes and job descriptions) need to be maintained
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problem is that the former assumes the knowiedge of which
documents from R are relevant to each document in Q,
while the latter needs to find which documents from one
collection are most similar to each document from another
coilection. Another related problem is the processing of a
set of queries against a document collection in batch. There
are several differences between this baich query problem
and the join problem:
1)

For the formet many statistics about the queries
which are important for query processing and optimization such as the frequency of each term in the
queries are not available unless ihey are collected explicitly, which is. unlikely since the batch may only
need to be processed once and i.t is unlikely to be cost
effective to colleci these statistics.

2) Special data structures commonlv associated wj.th a
document coilection, such as an inverted file, are unlikely to be avaiiable for the batch for the same reason
given above.
As we wiil see in ihis paper, the availability of inverted files
means the applicability of certain algorithms. The clustering problem in IR systems [14] requires finding, for each
document d, those documents similar to d in the same
document collection. This can be considered as a speciai
case of the join problem, as described here, when the two
document collections involving the join are identical.
A straightlorward way exists for processing joins belween
texlual altributes in a multidatabase environment. This
method can be described as follows: Tieat each document in
one collection as a query and process each such query against

the other collection independently to find the most similar
documents. However, this method is exlremely expensive
since either all documents il one of the two colleclions are
searched or the inveried file of that collection is utilized once
for processing each document in the other collection. As an
example, consider the Smart system [3] deveioped at Cornell
University. The Smart system uses inverted file to process user
queri.es. If the coilection whose documents are used as queries
has a large number of documents, then using the inveried file
of the other collection to process each query independently can
easily incur a cost which is several orders of magnitude higher
than that of a better join algorithm (see Section 6). Therefore, it
is very important to develop efficient algorithms for processing joins between textual attributes. This paper has the following contributions:

1) We present and anaiyze three algorithms for processing joins between attributes of textual type.
2) Cost functions based on the I/O cost for each of the
algorithms are provided.
3) Simulation is done to compare the performance of the
proposed algorithms. Our investigation indicates that
no one algorithm is definitely beiter than all other ai-

goriihms in all circumstances. In other words, each
algoriihm has its unique value in differeni sifuations.
4) We provide insight on the type of input document
collections with which each algorithm is likely to perform well. We further give an algorithm which determines which one of the three algorithms should be
used for processing a text-join.
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We are not aware of any similar study that has been reported before.
The rest of this paper is organized as foilows: A moti,
vating example is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we
include the assumptions and notations that we need in this
paper. The three join algorithms are introduced in Section 4.
Cost analyses and comparisons of the three algorithms are
presented in Section 5. In Section 6, simulation is carried
out to further compare the proposed algorithms and to
suggest which algorithm to use for a parti.cular situation.
An integrated algorithm that automatically selects the best
algorithm to use is also inciuded in this section. We conciude our discussion in Section 7.
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Assume that the following two global relations have been
obtained after schema integration: Applicants(SSN, Name,
Resume) and Positions(P#, Title, Job*descr), where reiation
Applicants contains informati.on of applicants for job positions in relation Positions, and Resume and Job_descr are of
type text. Consider the query to find, for each position, 2
applicants whose resumes are most similar to the position's
description. This query can be expressed in extended SQL
as follows:
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select P.P#, P.Title, A.SSN, A.Name

tiveh

from Positions

SIMi

Applicants A
where A.Resume SIMILAR_TO(2) P.Job_descr
P,

addr

The where-ciause of the above query contains a join
on attributes of textual type. This tvpe of joins does not

e,

appear in traditional database systems. Noie that "A.Resume
SIMILAR_TO(2) P.Job_descl' and "P.Job_descr SIMILAR_
TO(2) A.Resume" have different semantics. The former is to
find 2 resumes for each job description, whiie the latter is to
find ,1 job descriptions for each resume. AII job descriptions
will be listed as output by the former. However, a job description may not be listed in ihe output by the latter if it is
not among the 2 most similar job descriptions to anv resume.
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see that the asvmmetrv of the operator
SIMILAR_TO has some impact on the evaluation strategy.
There are some important differences between joins in
relational database systems and the join between two tex-
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of R1 and a tuple t2 of M, if tl [A] e i2tAl is true, then we
immediately know that t1 and t2 satisfy the join. However,..
for a given resume r and a given job description i, there is
no way for us to know immediateiy whether or not r:li
SIMILAR_TO(2) 7 is true, since, to be sure that r is among
the 2 resumes most similar to i, all resumes have to be considered. If we process the join by comparing each job de-,i{
scription with all resumes, then, after a job description d is!
compared with all resumes, the 2 resumes most similar to
can be identified and a partial result is produced. However'
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process the join by comparing eich resume with all,
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in the main memory. This observation indicates that comparing each job description with all resumes is a more natu-

j

j
)

ral way to process the above textual join.
Due to selection conditions on other attributes of the relations that contain textual attributes, it is possibie that oniy
a subset of the set of documents in a collection need to participate in a join. For example, consider the query that is to
find, for each position whose title contains "Engineer," .
applicants wirose resumes are most similar to the position's
description.
select P.P#, P.Title, A.SSN, A.Name
from Posiiions P, Applicants A

t
I.

where P.Title iike "ToEngtneer%" and A.Resume
SIMILAR-TO(2) P.Job_descr

If

n
i1

t-

selection P.Title like "%Engineer7o" is evaluated first,
tiren only those job descriptions whose position titie contains "Engineer" need to participate in the join.
In this paper, we are interested in studying algorithms
that can be used io process the following query:
select R1.X1, R2.Y2

rf
2

from Rl,

S

where Rl.C1 SIMILAR-TO(2) R2.C2

L

R2

n'here Cl and C2 are attributes representing two document collections (collection 1 and collection 2, respectively). Clearly, the join to be evaluated is of the form: "C1
SIMILAR_TO(1) C2" . The impact of seiections
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AssuuproNs

AND

Noralorus

tl-re vector representation [14], each document can be
represented as a list of ierms together r,r'ith their number of
occurrences in the document. Each term is associated with a
weight indicating the importance of tire term in the docu-

Using

ment. Usualiy, terms are identified by numbers to save
space. We assume that each document consists of a iist of
cells of the form (t#, w;, called document-cell or d-cell,
where t# is a term number and w is the number of occurrences of the term t in the document. All d-cells in a document are ordered in ascending term numbers. The size of
each d-cellis I f#l + lzrrl bytes, where lXl is ihenumberof

bytestocontainX. Inpractice, lf#l =3and lwl =Zissufficient. In a muitidatabase environment, different numbers
may be used to represent the same term in different local IR
systems due to the local autonomy. Several methods may
be used to overcome this problem. One method is to use
aclual terms rather than term numbers. The disadvantage is
that the size of the document collection will become much
Iarger. Another method is to establish a mapping between
the corresponding numbers identifying the same term.
Such a mapping structure, usually a table with two col-

umns, if not stored in the main memory can substantialiy
degrade the performance. Assuming I t# I = 3, then approximately 150 pages, each of size 4KB, are needed for the
mapping structure to accommodate 100,000 distinct terms.
Since the total size of the mapping structure is less than
iMB, it is likeiy thai the mapping structure can be held in
the memory. An attractive method is to have a standard
mapping from terms to term numbers and have all locai IR

systems use the same mapping. Such a standard can be
very beneficial in improving the performance of the multidatabase system. It can save on communication costs (no
actual terms need to be transferred) and processing costs (it
is more efficient to compare numbers than to compare actual terms or no need to search the mapping table). To simpiify our presentation, we assume that the same number is
always used to represent the same term in all local IR systems. Note that this assumption can be simulated by always
keeping the mapping structure in the memory when different numbers are used to represent the same term in different local systems. In the remaining discussion, terms and
term numbers will be used interchangeabiy.

Let t1, t2, ..., t,,be all the common terms between documents D1 and D2. Let u1, 112, ..., ttn and u1, Lt2, ...r 7)n be the
numbers of occurrences of these terms in D1 and D2, respectively. The similarity between D1 and D2 can be de-

fined as

F

"

,, * r).. A more realistic simiiarity

.Lti=1- t

t

function is

to divide the similaritv by the nonns of the documents and
to incorporate the use of the inverse document frequency
weight [14], n'hich assigns higher weights to terms which
occur in fewer documents. The normalization can be car-

ried out by precomputing the norms of the documents,
storing them and performi.ng the divisions during the processing of the documents. The inverse document frequency
r,r'eight can be precomputed for each term and stored as
parts of the Iist heads in the inverted files. For tire sake of
simpiicity of presentation, we use the number of occurrences instead of weights.
For a given term f in a given document collection C, the

inverted file entry consists of a list of i-celis (sirort {or inverted-file-ceil) of the form (d#, w), where d# is a document
number and w is the number of occurrences of f in the
document vr'ith number d#. We assume that i-cells in each
inverted fiie entry are ordered in ascending document
numbers. The size of each i-cell is ld#l + l-a' l. i-cells and
d-cells have approximately the same size.
We use the foilou.'ing notations in our discussion:

N,-the number of documents in collection i, i = 1 or 2
B-the size of the avaiiabie memory buffer in pages
T,-the number of terrns in collection i
Bf,-the size of the B+tree for collection i in pages (assume
tightly packed, i.e., no space is left unused in each
page except possibly the last page)
that a term in collection C1 also aPPears
in collection C2
q-the probability that a term in coliection C2 also aPPears
in collection C1
a-the cost ratio of a random I/O over a sequential I/O
P-page size in bytes (4KB)
K, the average nr:mber of terms in a document in collection i
/,-the average size of an inverted file entry on collection i
in pages (5 * (Kt* N)/(Ti. P))
I,-the size of the irrveried fiie on collection i in pages (li* Ti,
assume tightly packed)
S, the average size of a document in collection i in pages

p-the probability

(5

. KilP)
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D,-the

size of collection
packed)

i in pages (Si * Ni, assume tightiy

inverted file entry of term / on colleciion i
lj
-the
SIMILAR-TO(2) is used
2-operator
6-the fraction of the similarities that are nonzero
We assume that documents in each collection are stored
in consecutive storage locations. Therefore, when all documents in collection i are scanned in storage order, the total
number of pages read in will be D;, which is also the total
I/O cost. On the other hand, if documents in collection i are
read in one at a time in random order, and a document is
not kept in the memory after it is processed, then the total
number of pages read in 1vill approximately,be l4 * [Sil and
the total coit *itt approximatety Ue l,t, * [Srl " 4 where [X]
denotes the ceiling of X and a is the cost ratio of a random
I/O over a sequential I/O due to the additional seek and

roiational delay of a random read. Similarly, we assume
thai inverted file entries on each collection are stored in
consecutive storage locations in ascending term nttmbers
and typicaliy [7,T pug"r will be read in when an inverted file
entry is brought in the memory in random order.
Note that, for a given document collection, if document
numbers and term numbers have the same size, then its
total size is tire same as the totai size of its corresponding
inverted fiie.
In this papet ontl7 I/O cost will be used to anaiyze and
compare different algorithms, as if we have a centralized
environment where I/O cost dorninates CPU cosi. Cost
analysis and comparisons for a distributed environment

will

4

be conducted in the future.

From the discussion in Section 2, we know that it is more
natural to process ihe join by comparing each document in
C2 with a1l documents in C1. That is, it is more natural to
use C2 as the outer collection and C1 as the inner collection
in the join evaluation. We call this order the forzuard order
and the reverse order the backward order. The backward order can be more efficient if C1 is much smaller than C2. We
consider the forward order first.
We adopt the policy of letting the outer collection use as
much memory space as possibie. Tire case that lets the inner

collection use as much memory space as possible is
equivalent to the backward order, which wiil be discussed
later. With this memory allocation policy, the algorithm
HHNL can be described as follows: After reading in the
next X documents of C2 into the main memory, for some
integer X to be determined, scan the documents in C1 and,
while a document in C1 is in the memory, compute the
simiiarity between this document and every document in
C2 that is currently in the memory. For each document d2 in
C2, keep track of only those documents in C1 which have
been processed against tl2 and have the 2 largest similarities

witl'r

rJ2.

More rigorouslv, with Ct as the outer collection, we need
to reserve the space to accommodate at least one clocttmeui
in C1. That is, [SrT pages of the memory need to be reserved
for C1. We also neec-l to reserve the space lo save tl.re 2
similarities for each document in C2 currentlv iir the mem-

orv. Assume that eacl'r similarity vah"te occttpies .1 bvtes.
Then, the number oi documents in C2 that can be helcl in
the memorv buffer of size B cau be esiimatecl .rs: X = (B

- [Sr'll/tS, + U,/

P), where P is the size of a page in bvlt's.

We now present the algoriihrn HHNL:

AlcoRrrnns

In this

section, we present three algorithms for processing
joins on textulal attributes. These algorithms will be analvzed
and compared in the next two sections. We assume the existence of the inverted file on all document colleclions.
Depending on how documents and,/or inverted files are
used to evaluate a join, three basic algorithms can be con-

stmcted. The first algorithm is to use only documents to
process the join, the second aigorithm is to use documents
from one collection and the inverted file from another collection to evaiuate the join, and the third algorithm uses
inverted files from both coliections to do the same job. A

Wirile (there are documents in C2 to be read in)
{lf there are X1 = min{N:, X} or more unprocessecl cloct-tments in C2 left
inpui the next X1 unprocessed documents in C2 intct
the main memory;
Else input the remaining ullprocessecl documents in C2
into the main memorv;
For eacir unprocessed tl2inC2 in the memory
For each clocument d1 in C1

tll;
if it is greater than the smallest of the 2 largest
{compute tire similaritv between d2 and

similarities compuied so far for d2

collection of documents can be represented by a documentterm matrix where the rows are the c'iocuments and the columns are the terms or the inverted file entries of the terms.
Therefore, we name the first algorithm, the HorizontalHorizontal Nested Loop (HHNL); the second algorithm,

the Horizontal-Vertical Nested Loop (HVNL); and
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{replace the smallest of the
by the new similarity;

largest similarities

update the list of the documents in C1 to keep
track of those documents with the 2 largest
similarities with d2;

the

l

third, algorithm the Vertical-Vertical Merge (VVM).

4.1 Algorithm HHNL
A straightforward way for evaluating the join is to compare
each document in one coilection with every document in the
gther collection. Although simpie, this method has several
dttractive properties. First, if one or two of the collections can
" be reduced by some selection conditions, only the remaining
documents need to be considered. Seconcl, documents can
generally be read in sequentially resulting in sequential I/Os.

,1.

)
l

If 2 is large, then a heap structllre can be used to fincl the
smallest of the 2largest simi.larities in the above algorithm.
We now consider the backward order. When C1 is usecl
as the outer coilection to evaluate the join, C2 will be
scanned for each set of documents in C1 currently in tl-re
memory. Let d1 be the first document in C1 read irr the
memory. After C2 is scanned, the N2 similarities between cl'l
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and every document in C2 are computed. Since, for each
document in C2, we need to find the 2 documents in C1
that are most similar to it, we need to keep track of the 2

Ci that have the largest 2 similarities for each
document in C2. This means that we need to keep track of
tire ,1. * N2 similarities during the backward order evaluation. In other words, we need a memory space of size
4)*Nz/P to keep ihese similarities. Compared witir the
forward order which requires 41* X\ / P pages to keep track
of the needed similarities, more memory space is needed to
save the similarities for the backward order. This wiil have
an adverse impact on the performance of the backward order. As a result, the forward order is iikeiy to perform better
than the backward order when tire two documeni collections irave about the same size. Howet'et u'hen C1 is much
smaller than C2, then tl're backward order can still outperform tl.re foru'ard order. For example, if C1 can be entirely
held in the memory, then only one scan of each collection is
needed to process the join with the backu'ard order no
matter horr' large C2 is.
documents in

e

{
J

le
te

il

4.2 Algorithm HVNL
This algoriihm uses the documents in one collection and
the inve.ried file for the other collection to compute the
similarities. In an information retrieval system, processing a
user query, u'irich can be considered as a document, is to
find tire 2 documents in tire system which are most similar
to the user queryr One way to process such a query is to
compare it lvith each document in the system. Thj.s method
requires alnost all nonzero entries in the document-term
matrix be accessed. A more efficient r,r'ay is to use tire inverted file on the document collection to process the querv.
This method is used in the Sriurf system [3]. The advantage
of this method is that it only needs to access those nonzero
entries in the columns of the document-term matrix which
correspond to the terms in the query. Since the number of
terms in a query is usually a very smali fraction of the total
number of terms in all documents in the system, the inverted file based method accesses only a very small portion
of the docurnent-terrn matrix. Algorithm HVNL is a
straightforr,r'ard extension of this method to the situation
u'here we need to find the 2 most similar documents from
one coliection for every document in another collection.
The process of using the inverted file to compute the
similarities between a document d inC2 to documents in C1
can be described as follows. Let (t, w) be tire next d-cell to
be considered in d. Let the inverted file entry corresponding
to f on C1 be {(d1, ut1), ..., (d,,, w,,)1, where dis are document
numbers. After f is processed, the similarity betrt'een d and
document d; as accumulated so far will be Ur + 7t) * wi, tt'here
U, is tlre accumulaied similarity between d and dibefore f is
considered, and ar * zo; is the contribution due to the sharing
of the term f between d and di, i = 7, ..., n. After ail terms in
d are processed, the similarities between d and all documents in C1 will be computed, and the 2 documents in C1
which are most similar to d can be identified.
Note that before the last d-cell in d is processed, all intermediate similarities between d and ail documents in C1
need to be saved. The amount of memory needed for such
purpose is proportional to N1. Further analysis can reveal

:-;1t€q_-:i

i-'{-r

'
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that using the inverted file on C2 to process the join needs
more memory space to store intermediate simiiarities (the
amount is proportional to )" * N2). In praciice, only nonzero
similarities need to be saved. We use t to denote the fraction of the similarities that are nonzero, 0 < d< 1.
A straightforrvard way to process the join is to go
through the above process for each document in C2 independently. That is, read in each document d in C2 in turn
and, while d is in the memory, read in all inverted file entries on C1 corresponding to terms in d to process d (note
that not all terms in d will necessarily appear in C1). The
probiem u'ith this straightforward method is its lack of coordination between the processing of different documents
in C2. As a result, if a term appears in K documents in C2,
then the inverted file entry of the term (assume tirat it also
appears in C1) on C1 wili be read in K times. Aigorithm
HVNL is designed to reuse tire inverted file entries that are
read in the memory for processing eariier documents to
process later documents to save I/O cost. Due to space
limitation, usualiy not ali inverted file entries read in earlier
can be kept in the memory. Tirerefore, the algorithm also
needs a policy for repiacing an inverted fiie entrv in the
memory by a new inverted file entry. Let the frequency of a
term in a collection be the number of documents containing
tlre ternr. Tiris is known as document frequency. Document
frequencies are stored for similarity computation in IR svstems and no extra effort is needed to get them. Our replacement policy chooses the inverted file entrv whose corresponding term has the lowest frequency in C2 to replace.
This reduces the possibility of tire replaced inverted file
entry to be reused in the fufure. To make iire best use of the
inverted file entries currently in the memory', tvhen a ne\^/
document d1 in C2 is processed, terms in d1 whose corresponding inverted file eniries are alreadv in the memorv
are considered first. This means that each newly read in
document r,r'iil be scanned twice in the memory. The first
scan is to find the terms whose corresponding inverted fiie
entries are aiready in the memory and the second scan is to
process other terms. A list that contains the terms whose
corresponding inverted file entries are in the memory wili
be maintained. Note that, when noi all inverted file entries
that are read in earlier can be kept in the memory, it is still
possible to read in an inverted file entry more than one
time. Note also that the worst case scenario for algoritl-rm
HVNL is that for each document in C2 under consideration,
none of its corresponding inverted file entries is currently
in the memory. In this case, algorithnl HVNL deteriorates
into the straightforward method.
We now present the algorithm HVNL:
For each document d inC2
{For each term f in d
If f also appears in Cl

If the inverted file entry of f on C1 (Ij ) is in ttre
memory
accumulate si.milarities;
For each term f in d
If f also appears in C1
{if the inverted file entry of f on C1 (1{) is not in ihe

memory

IEEETRANSACTIONSONKNOWLEDGEANDDATAENGINEERING,

If the available memory sPace can accommodate
read in

1{

Il;

Else

find the inverted file entry in the memory
with the lowest document frequency and
replace it with I{;

accumulate similarities;
)

find the documents in C1 which have the 2largest similarities with d;
)

For each inverted file, there is a B+tree which is used to
find whether a ternt is in the collection and if present where
the corresponding inverted file entry is located.
One possible way to improve the above algorithm is to
improve the selection of the next document to process' Intuitively, if we always choose an unProcessed document in
C2 whose terms' corresponding inverted file entries on C1
have the largest iniersection with those inverted file entries
already in the memory as the next document to process,
then the likelihood of an inverted file entry already in the
memory to be reused can be increased. For example, consider three documents each with three terms: ;t1 = {tr, t2, t3},
D2 = {tz, t3, ta}, and D3 = {t:, ta, t5}. Suppose terms with
smaller subscripts have lower document frequencies. Suppose ihe memory buffer is only large enough to hold three
inverted file entries. If D7, D2, and D3 are Processed in the
given order, ihen each inverted file entrv needs to be read
in exactly once. However, if the processing order is DL, D3,

and D2, then the inverted file entry corresponding to t2
will be read in trvice and all other inverted fiie eniries will
be read in exactly once. Clearly, for this exampie, order
{D7,D2, D3} is better than order {D1, D3, D2}.
An order is optimnl if it incurs the minimum IIO cost.
The question is can an optimal order be found efficiently.

Unfortunately, as shown bv the proposition below, the
problem of finding an optimal order is NP-hard.
Pnoposrrtoi.t. The problem of t'inding ttn optimal order of doutments in C2 so that the best pert'ormnnce can be achieued is
NP-httrd.
PRooF.

It

was shown

in

[11] that the following problem,

known as the Optirnal Batch Integrity Assertion Verit'icaflon (OBIAV), which is to find an optimal order for
verifying a set of integrity constraiirts and verifying

each such constraint requires a set of pages be
brought in from secondary storage to the memory, is
an NP-hard problem. It can be seen that the optimal
order problem in our case is essentially the same as
the opiimal order probiem in OBIAV because the fol-

lowing correspondences between the two problems
can be easily established: Processing a document in
C2 corresponds to verifying an integrity constraint;
the need to read in a set of inverted file entries for
processing each document in C2 corresponds to the
need to bring in a set of pages for verifying each integrity constraint; that an inverted file entry read in
for processing one document may be used for processing another document corresponds to that a page
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brought in for verifying one integrity constraint may
be used for veri-fying another integrity constraint.
Therefore, the optimal order problem in our case is
also

NP-hard.

tr

We decided not to Pursue the issue of finding an optimal
order further because in addition io its NP-hard nature,

there is another problem associated with any optimal order,
that is, by reading in documents in any order rather than
their storage order, more expensive random I/Os will be

incurred.

that algorithm

V\M

cannot be run at all. In summary, algo-

rithm V\&l is likely to perform well for document collections that are large in size (such that none can be eniirely
heid in the memory) but small in number of documents.
This is possible if each document has a large size. Another
situation that algorithm VVM may do well is when the vocabularies of the two document collections are very different. For example, one collection is on medicine and the
other is on computer science. In this case, the number o{
nonzero similarities between documents in the two collections is likeiv to be small.
Algorithm WM can be described as follows: We scan
both irverted fiies on the two collections. During the parallel
scan, if fwo inverted file enlries correspond to the same term,
then invoke the simiiarity accumulating Process.

Recall that we assumed that inverted file entries are
stored in ascending ierm numbers. Therefore, one scan of
each inverted file is sufficient (very much like the merge
phase of merge sort). The similarity accumulating Process

can be described as follows. Let I{ = l1r,ur), ..',(r*,u)l
and If = {(s,or), ...,(sn,un)} be two inverted file eniries fo{
the same term f on the two collections, respectiveiy' After
the two inverted file entries are Processed, the similantl
be
between documents ro and. s, as accumulated so far wiil

tJr, + u, *

00,

where Uo, is the accumulated similarity

be-

d,p = 1, ..., ffi, 4 - 1, "''fl'
We can extend the above algorithm WM as foilows-t!
in'
tackle the problem of insufficient memory space for a[
bt
termediate similarities. Suppose SM is the totlt *t"'tr"t

r,

co
pLl

tio

for

filr
u,'i

mr

4.3 Algorithm VVM
Algorithm VVM uses inverted files on both collections to
compute the similarities. The strength of this algorithm is
that it only needs to scan each inverted file once to compute
similarities between every pair of documents in the two
collections regardless of the sizes of the two collections
provided thai the memory space is large enough to accommodate intermediate similarity values. In this case, algorithm WM can be at least as good as aigoriihm HHNL because aigorithm HHNL needs to scan each document collection at least once and the size of the inverted file on a
collection is about the same as the size of the coliection itse1f. Atgoriihm VVM lries to compute similarities between
every pair of documents in the two collections simultaneouslv as a result, it needs to save the intermediate similariiies. Thus, the memory requirement for saving ihese similarities is proportional to N1 * |,/" (independent of the number of terms in each document), which can be so large such
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pages needed to store the intermediate similarities when al]

pairs of documents in the two collections are considered at
the same time. Suppose M is the available memory space
for storing tire intermediate similarities. If SM > M, divide
collection C2 into lStvtttW] subcollections and then compute the sin'rilarities between documents in each subcollection and documents in C1, one subcollection at a time. Since,
for each such subcollection, one scan of the original inverted
files on both collections is needed,

tl'Lis

extension incurs a cost

wlriclr u.'ill Uelstvt/tvtl times higher than that when the
memory is large enough to hold all intermediate similarities.
For a more detailed cost analvsis, see Section 5.3.

5

l/O Cosr Axarysrs

In ihis section, we provide analysis of the I/O cost of each
algorithm presented in Section

4.

5.1 Algorithm HHNL
Let X be the number of documents in C2 that can be held in
the memory buffer of size B, as defined in Section 4.1. Since,
for each X documents in C2, Cl needs to be scanned once,
ihe total I/O cost of HHNL can be estimated as below:
hlts

= Dz+ [ru./x] . o,

5.2 Algorithm HVNL
Recali that a B+tree is maintained for each document collection for quickly locating the inverted file entry of any
given term. The size of the B+tree can be estimated as follows: Tvpically, each cell in the B+tree occupies 9 bytes (3
for each term number, 4 for address, and 2 for document
frequency). If a document collection has N terms, then the
size of the B+tree is approximately 9 * N/P (only the leaf
nodes are considered). The size is not terribly large. For
example, for a document collection with 100,000 distinct
terms, the B+tree takes about 220 pages of size 4KB. We
assume that the entire B+tree will be read in the memory
when the inverted file needs to be accessed and it incurs a
one-time cost of reading in the B+tree.
Let X be the number of inverted file eniries on C1 that
can be held in the memory when the memory buffer is fully
used. In addition to X inverted file entries, the memory
(size B) also needs to contain a document in C2 of size [S21,
a B+tree of size Bf1, the nonzero simiiarities values between

the document in C2 currentiy under processing and all
documents in Cl and the list containing the terms whose
corresponding inverted file entries are in the main memory
(size X I t# I / P). Therefore, X can be estimated as follor.r's:

(HHSl),

v
.s.
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number of times Cl needs io be scanned.
The aborte cost formula assumes that all I/Os are sequential I/Os (i.e., both Cl and C2 are sequentiallv scanned
in). This is reasonable only 'n'hen each document collection
is read bv a dedicated drive rvith no or little interference
from other I/O requests. If this is not the case, then some of
the I/Os may become more costly random I/Os. We first
consider the case when N2 > X. The following interleaved
I/O and CPU patterns can be observed. After each X
documents in C2 are read ir.r, for each document d in C1
read in, the CPU r,r'ill take some time to compute the simiiarities between the X documents and d. When the CPU is
doing the computation, I/O resources may be allocated to
other jobs. If this is the case, then the next document from
Cl will use a random I/O, so does the read-in of the next X
documents in C2. In other words, in the worst case, all
documents in C1 wiii be read in using random I/O and for
every X documents in C2, there will be a random I/O. The
number of achral random I/Os for scanning documents in
Cl once also depends on the document size and can be esiimated as min{Dt, Nr} (if Sr S 1, then D1 should be used;
otherwise, Ni should be used). Therefore, when N2 > X, in
the worst scenario, the total I/O cost can be estimated as
follows:

be
)e-

+lff r/x1* (1 + min{Dr, Nr}) * (o- 1).
N2 < X, then the entire coilection C2 can

hhr = hhs

ty

When

in C1. Therefore, C1 can be read ln [OrlitX
block can be read in sequen-

11.

documents

to

5z)-l biocks and each
tially. ln this case, we have

inof

be

in sequentially and held in the memory, and the
remaining memory space ((X - N2) . 52) can be used to hold
scanned

N2)

-

hW =hhs

T-i.{Fjifi.3]Fs-gry

+for/((x- M) " S,)l * (a-

1).

iEl1tri::r._ix5g:5!.F:i: ::i

lr-l-s"l-Bt._
I :l

^-l--r.+rtil?
L",|
V_l

*'here the first term is the cost of scanning C2 and the seconcl term is the cost of scanning C1, and lrur/X-l ir tit.

I

4x N,4P

If rn'e assume that the read-in of the documents in C2 incurs sequential I/Os, then the I/O cost of HVNL can be
estimated as follort's:
l't:.,s

min{D. + /, + Bf,,
a+

=

D,+T, * ,7 * Ull

*

,f X >7,

Btr]1

Dr+Tr,,q*[/,T *q+B\,
Dr+ X * [/,1', a+(N, - s -

Y. [/1l

x ct+Btt

ifTrrX2Tr*q
X1 +1)

x

otherwise

(Hvs1)
where the first case corresponds to the case when X is
greater than or equal to the total number of inverted file
entries on C1 (i.e., T1). In this case, we can either read in the
entire inverted file on Cl in sequential order (this corresponds to the first expression in minll) or read in all inverted file entries needed to process the query (the number
is T2* q) in random order. (This corresponds to the second
expression in minll. The memory is larg€ enough to do this,

t Tr > Tr* q.) The second case corresponds to the
case when the memory is not large enough to hold aII in-

since X

verted file entries on C1 but is large enough to hold all of
the necessary inverted fiie entries; the last expression is for
the case when the memory is not large enough to hold ail
needed inverted file entries on C1. In ihis case, the second
term is the cost of finding and reading in the inverted file
entries on C1 which correspond to the terms in documents
in C2 until the memory is fully occupied. Suppose the
memory is just large enough to hold all the inverted file
entries on Cl corresponding to the terms in the first (s - 1)
documents in C2 and a fraction (X1) of the inverted file entries corresponding to the terms in the sth document in C2

IEEETRANSACTIONSON KNOWLEDGEANDDATAENGINEERING,

(i.e., the inverted file entries on C1 corresponding to the
terms in the first s + X1 - 1 documents in C2 can be held in
the memory). Let Y be the number of new inverted file entries that need to be read in when a new document in C2 is
processed after the memory is fully occupied. Then, the
third term is the total cost of reading in new inverted file
entries for processing the remaining documents in C2. We
now discuss how s, X1, and Y can be estimated. First, the
number of distinct terms in la documents in C2 can be estimated by f(m) =Tz- Q - Kz/Tz)^ * Tz. Therefore, s is the
smallest nz satisfying q " t'(m) > X. Note that (X -q * t'G -1))
is the number of inverted file entries that can still be held in
the memory after all the inverted file entries on C1 corresponding to the ter;ns in the first (s - 1) documents in C2
have been read in and (q " f(s) - , " f(s - 1)) is the number of
new inverted file enlries that need to be read in when the sth
document in C2 is processed, X1 can be estimated by (X - q
. t'G -1))/(q.fls) - , * f(s - 1)). Finaily, Y can be estimated
by (q " f(s + X1) - X).
As discussed in Section 5.1, it is possible that some or all
of the I/Os of reading in the documents in C2 are random
I/Os due to other obligations of the I/O device. If, after
inverted fiie entries are accommodated, there is still more
memory space left, then the remaining memory space can
be used to sequentially scan in multiple documents in C2 at
a time. Based on this observation, lvhen random I/Os are
considered, the total I/O cost of HVNL can be estimated as:

min{o, + I, + Br,

(a-1),Dr+Tr* q *ll11x a-t Btt if x
+lo,l(g-t . {) - r,) - t"-r)l}
nas+ln,f

((x-r, * 4). /,)l - @-1),

>7,

ifTrrX2T-*q

min{Dr, Nr} x (a

othcnuise.
- 1)
it would be easier to understand the above formuia

hus +

when compared with the formula for computing ftas. in the
first expression in min{}, (X - T1) * /r is the remaining memory space after all inverted file entries are accommodated.
With slight modification on similaritv accumulation, C1
can be used as the outer collection to process the quer,v. In
this case, the memory space needed to store intermediate
similarities will be 416N2/P. The cost of the backward order can be estimated in the same way as in the case of the

forward order.

5.3 Algorithm VVM
To avoi.d the much higher cost of random I/Os, we can
simpiy scan both inverted files on the two collections.
During the parallel scan, if two inverted file entries correspond to ihe same term, then invoke the similarity accumulating process. Recail that we assumed the inverted fiie
entries are stored in ascending term numbers. Therefore,
one scan of each inverted file is sufficient to compute ali
simiiarities if the memory is large enough to accommodate
all intermediate similarities. Therefore, if ail the I/Os are
sequential I/Os, the total I/O cost of the aigorithm VVM is:

aus=It+Iz.

Again, some or all of ihe I/Os could actually be random
device. In the
worst case scenario, i.e., all I/Os are random I/Os, ihe total
I,/O cost of the aigorithm WM can be estimated as:
1ry1

= (min{I1, T1} + min{Ir,T2l) * a.

Algorithm WM usually requires a very large memory
space to save the intermediate similarity values. If only
nonzero similarities are stored, then the memory space for
storing intermediate simiiarity values for the algorithm
WM is 4d* Nt * Nz/P. When the memory space is not large
enough to accommodate all intermediate similarity values,
a simple extension to the algorithm WM can be made (see
Secti.on 4.3). In this case, the total cost can be estimated bv
multiplying uos (or uor) by I Stvtt l,t], where 514 = 45 . p, .
N2/P is the total number of pages needed to store the intermediate similarities when ail pairs of documents in the
two collections are considered at the same time and M = B [/rl - [/rl is the available memory space for storing the intermediate similarities. Therefore, a more general formula
for estimating the total I/O cost when ail the I/Os are sequential I/Os can be given below:
uus = (It + 12)

*[ sM/Mf

VVS)

dt

and a more general formula for estimating the iotal I/O

cc

cost when all the

I/Os are random I/Os

= (min{Ir, T,} + min{I2,T2D *

is:

q*lSU/lrtf.

qr
enl
co'
tlr

+lorl($ - q) - /,)l

,r
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i/Os due to other obligations of the I/O
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5.4 Comparisons
Aigorithm HHNL uses two document coilections as the
input. Eacir of the trvo document collections needs to be
scanned at least once, which constitutes the lower bound of
the I/O cost of this aigorithm. Algorithm HHNL does not
use any special data structures, such as inverted files and
B+trees. Thus, it is more easily appiicable and easier to implement. Since algorithm HHNL uses documents directly

for simiiarity computation, it benefits quite naturallv from
any possible reductions to the number of documents in either one or both coilections resulted from the evaluation of
selection conditions on nontextual attributes of the relevani
relations. The memorv space requirement of this algorithm
for storing intermediate similarity values is generally small
compared with those of other algorithms.
Algorithm H\ lL uses one document collection, one inverted file, and the B+tree corresponding to the inner collection as the input. Wirile the document collection is always
scanned once, the access to inverted file enlries is more complex. On the one hand, not ali inverted fiie entries need to be
read in. In fact, only those inverted file entries whose corresponding terms also appear in the other document coliection
need to be accessed. On the other hand, some inverted file
entries may be read in many times due to their appearances
in multiple documents in C2, although effori is made by the
aigorithm to reuse inverted file entries currently in the memory. It is expected that this aigorithm can be very compelitive
in the following two situations:

of the document collection, say C2, is much
smailer than the other coliection. In this case, it is
likely that onlv a small fraction of ali inverted fiie en-
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tries in the inverted file needs to be accessed' This
means that oniy a small portion of the document-term
matrix corresponding to C1 will be accessed in this
case. In contrast, if algorithm HHNL is used, then the
entire matrix needs to be accessed at least once/ even
when C2 can be held entirely in ihe memory.
Wiren C2 contains only one document, this situation
becomes an extreme case of processing a single query
against a document coliection' As we have mentioned
before, using the inverted file to process a single query
has been shown in IR to be superior to using documents directiy. Note that an originally large document
collection may become small after conditions on attrib-
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Algorithm HVNL accesses inverted file entries in random order. As such, it has two negative effects on the I,/O
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OF SEVERAL DOCUMENT COITTCTIOruS

WSJ

FR

DOE

#documents
#terms per doc

98,736

226,087

329

26,207
1,017

total # of dtstinct terms
collection size in pages
avg. size of a document
avq. size of an inv. fi. en

156,298

126,258

186,225

40,605

33,315

25,152

0.41

1.27

0.111

o.26

o.264

0.135

B9

the number of documents in the corresponding
document co[ections can be reduced.

same even

if

utes of the relevant reiation are evaluated.

2) For the coliection where documents are used, close
documents in storage order share many terms and
nonclose documents share few terms' This increases
the possibility of reusing inverted file entries in the
memory and reduces the possibility of rereading in
inverted file entries. This could happen 'when the
documents in the collection are clustered.

e inr the

TABLE 1
SrnrtsttcRl Nronuelot't

cosi. One is that random I/Os are more expensive than sequentiai I/Os. The other is that, even when an inverted file
entry occupies a small fraction of a page, the whole page
containing the entry has to be read in. In other words, if e is
tire size oi an inveried file eniry, we need to read in lel even
if e is very smal1, say 0.1. Therefore, when the size of each
inverted file entry is ciose to an integel the competitiveness

of algorithm HVNL will be increased. Algorithm HVI'JL
uses primariiy two data structures, one is the inverted file
and the other is the B+tree for the terms' One disadvantage
of using the inverted file is that the size of the file remains
the same even if the number of documents in the corresponding document coilection can be reduced by a selection unless we construct another inverted file for the reduced set, which is highly unlikely due to the cost involved.
The memory space requirement of algorithm HVNL for
storing intermediate simiiarities is higher than that of aigorithm HHIJL but lower than that of algorithm WM.
Algoriihm WM uses two inverted files as the input. As
we discussed before, ihis algorithm has a very nice one-scan
property, nameiy, it only needs to scan each inverted file once
to compute the similarities regardless of the sizes of the two
collections provided that the memory space is large enough
to accommodate interrnediate similarity values. When the
memory space is large enough to accommodate intermediate
simiiarity values, algorithm V\M can be at least as efficient
as algorithm HHNL as far as I/O cost is concerned' The major drawback of aigorithm WM is that it needs a very large
memory space to save the intermediate similarities' There are
two situations in which aigorithm WM is likely to perform
well. The first is when the document collections are iarge in
size but small in number of documents. The second is when
the vocabularies of the two document collections are very
different. In both of ihe two situations, the number of
nonzero similarities between documents in the two collections is iikely io be small. Another disadvantage of algorithm
V\M is that the sizes of the inverted files will remain the

6

Srrvtumrtoru

Resurs

Due to the large number of parameters in the cost formulas
of the algorithms presented, it is very difficult to comPare
the performance of these algorithms based on these formulas directly. In ihis section, the aigorithms are compared

based on simulation results computed from the cost formulas derived in Section 5- Our objective is to identify the
impact of the variations of the parameters on the algorithms. ln other words, we would iike to find out in what
situation an algorithm performs ihe best'
The stati.stics of three document collections which were
coilecied by ARPA/NIST [8], namely, WSJ (the Wall Street
(Department of
lotnnal), FR (Federai Register), and DOE
Energy), are used in our simulation' The statistics of these
coilections are shown in Table 1 (the last three rows are estimated by us based on I f# I = 3).
Among the three document collections, FR has fewet but
iarger, documents and DOE has more, but smaller, docu*".ttr. The number of documents in WSJ lies between those
of FR and DOE. So is the average size of documents in WSJ'
For all simulations, the page size P is fixed at 4KB, the
fraction of the similarities that are nonzero dis fixed at 0'1,
and 2 is fixed at 20 (note that only algorithm HHNL and the
backward order of algorithm HVNL involve 2 and none is

large, say in the hundreds). The probability g is computed as follows:

reaily sensitive to 2 if

it is not very

* rr1r, it' T1<T2

loe
if rr.Tr<5*7,
,=lo.a,
lt-rr1r,, ifI>s*4.
The formula says that, given the number of distinct terms in
C2 (t.e., Tr), ttte smaller the number'of distinct terms in C1,
71, is, the smaller the probability that a term in C2 also appears in Ci will be; and, when T1 becomes much larger than
i, then q will become closer to 1; otherwise, q is 0'8' Probability p can be computed in a similar manner.
For parameters B (memory size) and tx, we assign a base
vaiue for each: B = 10,000 (pages) and a = 5. When the impact of a parameter is studied, we vary the vaiues of the
parameteiwhile let the other parameter use its base value'
We present the following five groups of simulation results'

Group 1: In this grouP, a real collection will be used

as

both

coflection C1 ind iollection C2. Since there are three real
coilections (WSJ, FR, and DOE) and two parameters (B
and a), six simulation results will be collected'
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Group 2: In this group, different real collections wili be
used as C1 and C2. B will vary while a will use its base
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value. From the three real collections, six simulations can
be designed.

2)1

fr

#hhr -fhvs €hhs

Group 3: In this grouP, while C1 and C2 will continue to
use real collections, oniy a small number of documents
in C2 wiil be used to participate in the join. These experiments are used to investigate the impact of local seIections. All simulations in this grouP use only the base
values of the two Parameters. Since there are three real
collections, three simulation results will be collected in
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this group.

S1

Group 4: In this group, C1 again wili continue to use real
collections, but C2 will be collections with only a small
number of documents. The difference between Group 3
and Group 4 is that the former uses a small number of
documents (in C2) from an originally large coliection C2
and the laiter uses an originally small colleciion C2. This
difference has the following impacts on the cost:
1) documents in C2 need to be read in randomly by the
former but can still be read in sequentially by the latter; and
2) ihe size of the inverted fiie and the size of the B+tree
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Fig. 1. Result of Simulation 1.
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on collection C2 for the former are computed based
on the originai collection, not just the documents

lihs
hhr
hvs

used.
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ir

This will have an impact on the cost of algorithm Wlvl.
In our experiments, after a real collection is chosen to be
Cl, CZ will be derived from Cl. Again, all simulations in
this group use only the base values of the iwo Parameters. Since there are three real collections, three simulation results will be collected in this group.

hvr -x-vvs 4VVI' *

use new colections but they

will remain

For space consideralion, the simulation results for the
backward order approach will not be presented. Notice that
the backward order approach makes a difference only when
HHNL and H\hIL are used (see the discussions in Seclion 4.1
and Section 5.2). Compared with the forward ordet the
backward order requires more memory sPace to store intermediate similarities. As a resuit, the backward order
with outer collection A1 and inner collection A2 incurs a
somewhat higher cost than the forward order with outer
collection 81 and inner collection 82 when A1 and 81 are
the same collection and A2 and 82 are the same collection.

For all the figures in this section, a value k on y-axis is
sequential Page I/Os. For Figs. 1, 3, and' 4,
each unit on x-axis is equivalent to 10,000 pages.

equivalent to

10k

ir
c

Sir:-

tior.r

1

formar

impro'

C2
to be idenfical.

Each new collection is derived from a real coileclion by reducing the number of documents in the reai collection and
increasing the number of terms in each document in the
real coilection by the same thctor such that the colleclion
size remains to be the same. The simulations in this group
are especialiv aimed at observing the behavior of algorithm
WM. Again, oniy the base values of the t\^/o parameters
will be used and three simulalion results will be collected in
this group since there are three real collecLions.
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Group 5: In this group, both collection C1 and colleclion

will
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Fig. 2. Result of Simulation 4.
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Simulation Fesu/fs in Group 1
The foliowing simuiations are conducted in this group:
Simulation 1: C1 = C2 = WSI, a = 5, B changes ftom 10,000 to
50,000 with an inuement of 5,000
Sirnulatiott 2: C7 = C2 = FR, a = 5, B changes from L0,000 to
50,000 with an increment ot' 5 ,000
Simtilation 3: C1 = C2 = DOE, q = 5, B changes t'rom 10,000 to
50,000 with an increment ot' 5,000
Simulation 1: C1 = C2 = WSI, B = 70,000, a changes t'rom 3 to
10 zuith an inuement ot' 1
Simulation 5: C1 = C2 = FR, B = 10,000, a changes from 3 to 10
with an increment of 1
Simulation 6: C'L = C2 = DOE, B = 70,000, a changes t'rom 3 to
1,0

zoith an increment ot'

7

The following observations can be made from the result
of simulation i (see Fig. 1).
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1) Algoritirm HHNL outperforms the other two algorithms, especially when B is small.
2) There are several reasons that algorithm HVNL perfornls poorly. First, the outer document coilection has
too many documents (N, = 99,736) which causes re-

peated read-ins of many inverted file entries on C1.
Second, algorithm HVNL requires more random
I/Os. Tirird, both S, and /, are not close to integers
and, as a resuit, for each document or inverted file
entrv read in, algorithm HVNL incurs more than
tn'ice as much cost as that by aigorithm HHNL (1 versus 0.41 for document and 1 versus 0.26 for inverted
fiie entrv).
3) The main reason that algorithm VVM performs very
poorly is because tire memory requirement for storing
intermediate similarities (952,031 pages) is much
greater tiran the avaiiable memorv. As a resuit, many
scans of ihe trvo inverted files are needed to process
tlie join.
4) Ali algoritl-rms perform better lvith larger avaiiable
memorv. Wiren B = 45,000 or larger, one document
collection or an inverted file can be held in the memory in its eniirety. When this happens, algorithm
HHNL and algorithm HVNL have verv similar performances since, in this case, aigorithm HHNL scans
each of the trt'o document coliections once and algorithm H\/NL scans one document collection and one
irrverted file n'hich has the same size as a document
collection.

Similar obsen,ations as made from the result of simulation 1 can also be made from the results of Simulation 2 and
Simulatiorr 3 (not shown). Reiatively speaking, the perfonnance of algorithm WM in Simulation 2 has the largest
improvement due to the iarger size of documents and fewer
number of documents. However, the memory requirement

for storing intermediate similarities in this

case (67,077

stili too large for the available memory to handle
and at least two scans of the two inverted files are used to
process the join. Not surprisingiy, the relative performance
of algorithm VVM in Simulation 3 has become much worse
due to the smaller size of documents and larger number of
pages) is

documents.
The following observations can be made from the result
of Simulation 4.

Ito

)to
1,

to

,70

3to
sult

1) Algorithm HHNL is the best performer among the
three algorithms.
2) irhs and vvs are independent of a because they involve no random I/Os.
3) Otirers become worse when aincreases.
4) Algoriihm HVNL is more sensitive to larger a.

Similar observations can be made from the results of
Simulations 5 and 5.

Simulation Results in Group 2
In this group, different real coliections r,r'ill be used as Cl
and C2 and the base vaiue for awill be used r.ryhile B will
varv. From the three reai collections, the following six
simulations can be designed.

Sintulation 7 : C7 = WSI, C2 = FR, a = 5, B changes fi'orn 10,000
to 50,000 zttith an increment of 5,000
Simulation S: Cl = FR, C2 = WSl, a= 5, B changes from 70,000
to 50,000 znith an increment of 5,000
Simulation 9: C7 = FR, C2 = DOE, a= 5, B cllanges fi'om 70,000
to 50,000 zttith an increment of 5 ,000

Sintulation 70: C7 = DOE, C2 = FR, a = 5, B changes f'om
10,000 to 50,00A wiilt art inuentent of 5,000
Simtilation 11: Cl = WSI , C2 = DOE, a = 5, B clnnges from
10,000 to 50,000 utith an increment of 5,000
Simulation 72: C7 = DOE, C2 = WSI, a = 5, B changes t'rom
1.0

,000 to

50

,000 zoith an increment ot' 5,000

Comparing the resuit of Simulation 7 with the result of
Simulation 8 (see Figs. 3 and 4), the follor.t'ing observations
can be made.

HHNL is the best performer in
Simulation 7, algorithm HVNL sometimes beats
HHNL in Simulation 8. The reason is that, wi'rile algorithm HHNL lets the outer collection use as much
memorv space as possibie, algorithm HVNL lets the
inner coliection use as much memory space as possi-

1) While algorithm

ble. For example, consider Fig. 4 r.t4ren B = 35,000 (i.e.,
B = 3.5 in the figure). In ihis case, the entire inverted
file on FR can be held in the memorv. As a result,
rn'hen algoritlim HVNL is used, only one scan of WSJ
and the inverted file on FR is needed to process the
join. Hou'ever, \^'hen algorithm HHNL is used, the

memory is not large enough to hold the entire outer
collection \\/SJ. As a result, one scan of WSJ and tr,r,o
scans of the inverted file on FR are needed to process
the join n'hen algorithm HHNL is used.
2) There is no change on the cost of algorithm WM because it is con-ipietely symmetric to the two document
collections.

3) When none of the two collections can be entirely held
in the memory we get mixed results for aigorithm
HHNL, that is, sometimes, it i'ras a better result in
Simulation 7 than that in Simuiation 8, but sometimes
the opposite is true. When oniy the smaller collection
can be held in the memory, better performance can be
achieved using the smaller collection as the outer
collection. This is the reason tl'rat aigorithm HHNL
has a better result in Simulation 7 than that in Simulation 8 when B becomes 35,000 or larger. This observation aiso supports our earlier argument in Section
4.1 that the backward order can outperforrn the for-

u'ard order

if

the backward order implies a much

smaller outer collection.

4) The situation for algorithm HHNL is reversed for a1gorithm HVNL. The reason is that while algorithm

HHNL lets the outer collection use as much memory
space as possible, algorithm HVNL lets the inner collection use as much memory space as possible.

Simiiar observations made above between the result of
Simulation 7 and the result of Simulation 8 can aiso be
made between the result of Simulation 9 and the result of
Simulation 10, as well as between the resuit o{ Simuiaiion 1L
and the result of Simulation
12 are not shown).

i2

(the results of Simulations 9-
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To compute has and hur, we need to estimate the number
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of distinct terms in the M documents. This number can be
estimated by i(M) = Tz_ (\ - K2/72)M * 72. The cost formula
for has is the same as that in Section 5.2 except D2 is replaced by M *lsr1. a and. T2 is replaced Ay {M iet this
new formula be denoted by (HVS2). Since all I/Os in has
have become random I/Os, har = has.
The cost formulas for aas and aztr remain the same.
However, the memory requirement for storing the intermediate similarities is now reduced to 4 *l{r * M* 6/p.Other
quantities such as the size of inverted file entries and the

5..

size of the B+tree on collection C2 remain as before.
The foliowing three simulations are carried out:

1 i.5 2

2.-,t

3 3.5

4

Simulation 13: C1 = C2 = WSI, B = 70,000, a = S, M changes
from 5 to 50 with an increment ot' 5
Simulation 14: C1 = C2 = FR, B = 10,000, a = 5, M changes
t'rom 5 to 50 with an increment of 5
Simulntion 75: C1 = C2 = DOE, B = 10,000, a = 5, M changes
from 5 to 50 iuith an increment of 5

4.5

B
Fig. 3. Result of Simulation 7.
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The foilowine observations can be obtained from the result of Simulation 13 (see Fig. 5).

Cost

.1..

Fis

M is very small (< 30), algorithm HVNL outperforms others as expected. Algorithm HHNL be-

1) When

comes the best performer when M becomes larger.
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2) Since M is so smaii, the M documents can easily fit
into the memorv. As a result, algorithm HHNL requires onlv one scan of the inner clocurnent coliection
ln addition to reading in the lvl documents from ihe

5.:,

outer collection.

3) In this case, the memory is able to accommodate all
intermediate similarities for algorithm VVM. The reason that aigorithm VVlvl incurs much higirer cost than

algorithm HHNIL is because the size of the inverted
fiie on collection C2 did not change although only a

1
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Fig. 4, Result of Simulation 8
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Simulatian Results in Group 3
In tl'ris group, C1 and C2 witl continue to be real collections
but only a smail number of documents in C2 will be used to
participate in the join. Let M be the number of such documents in C2. Since M << Nz, we should read each of the M
documents individually in random order. As a result, the
cost of reading in the IvI documents wilt be M "f Sz]" a.
Based on this, we have the following new formula for hls:
hhs =

M*[s.l

*a

+l(M/x) " D7f

(HHS2)

Since M is small, it is likely that all of the M documents
in C2 can be held in the memory. In addition, the remaining
memory space ((X - M) * 52) can be used to read in as many
documents in C1 as possible. As a result, we have the following formula for lthr:

hhr = hhs+

[Drl((x - M)

* sz)l *

(a -

1)

small number of documents in C2 is used.
Comparing the resuit of Simuiation 14 (not shown) with
the result of Simulation 13, a noticeable difference is that
the relative performance of algorithm HVNL deterioratedaigorithm HVNL becomes worse than algorithm HHNL before M reaches 10. This is because each documeni in FR
contains much more terms than each document in WSJ and,
therefore, more inverted file entries need to be read in by
algorithm HVNL for processing a document in FR.
Comparing the resuit of Simulation 15 (not sirown) with
the result of Simulation 13, a noticeable dil{erence is that
the relative performance of aj.gorithm HVNL is improvedalgorithm HVNL outperforms algorithm HHNL even after
M reaches 50. This is because each document in DOE contains much fewer terms than each document in WSJ and,
therefore, fewer inverted file entries need to be read in by'
algorithm HVNL for processing a documeni in DOE.
For space considerations, we do not present simuiation
results for situations when the numbers of documents in
both collections are reduced by selections. Howevet it is
not difficuit to see that comparing the situation when only
one collection is reduced, aigorithm HHNL wili benefit the
most when both collections are reduced.
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Sintulation L7: C7 = C2 = FR, B = 70,000, a = 5, M clwtges
fi'om 5 to 50 with an increment af 5
Simulation 18: C1. = C2 = DOE, B = 10,000, a = 5, M clwnges
fi'om 5 to 40 with an increment of 5
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Comparing the result of Simulation l6 (see Fig.6) with
thai of Simulation 13 (see Fig. 5), the following observations
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Fig. 5. Result of Simulation 13.
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can be made.

1) Tliere is iittle change for algorithm HHNL. Since M is
so smail, reading in the M documents sequentially or
randomly makes little difference.
2) Algorithm HVNL degraded somewhat. This is the effect of q-the probability that a term in collection C2
also appears in collection C1. In Simulation 13, q is
computed based on the original T1 and T2' Since Tr =
Tz, ct = 0.8 is computed. In Simulation 16, q is compuied based on the original T1 and the new flM).
Since flM) is much smaller tiran i"1, 4 beti.t'een 0.92 to
0.99 are computed using the formula. Higher q values
impiy that more int'erted file entries on collection C1
need to be read in and as a result, the performance of

algorithm HVNL is down.
3) The cost of algorithm WM is reduced substaniially.
The main reason beirind the reduction is the reduction
of the size of the inverted file on C2. in Simuiaiion 13,
the size is compuied based on the original C2, but, in
Simulation i6, the size is computed based on the reduced collection.

Simiiar obserrrations as above can be made for Simulation 17 and Simulation

18.

Simulation Results in Group 5

In this group, both Cl and C2 n'ill use neu' collections but

2A 25 30 35 .10 45

they will remain to be identical. Each new collection is derived from a real collection by reducing the number of
documents and increasing the number of terms in each
document in the real coilection by the same factor F to en-

50

sure tirat the coilection size remains to be the same.
The following three simulations are carried out:

Simulation 79: C7 = C2 are deriaed from WSI , B = 10,000, a = 5,

Fig. 6. Result of Simulation 16.

the decreasing 1ncreashrg) t'actor changes ft'ortt 7 to 13 zoith an

increment of 2

Simulation Results in Group 4

In tl'ris group, C1 will continue to use real collections, but
will be coilections with only a small number of docu-

C2

nents. Since we do not have real collections that contain a
small number of documents, we derive such a coilection
from a real colleciion. Tiris turns out to be quite easy. From
a girren document collection, we first keep its document
size and then decide the number of documents we want in
tire ner.t'collection. From this number, say M, the number of
distinct terms in the new collection can be computed bv
flM). Now, all key statistics of the new coilection become
available. With these statistics, the cost formulas in Section 5
can be used to find the cost of each algorithm.
The following three simulations are conducted in the
group:
Simulation 76:

Cl = C2 = WSI, B =

50 with an increment of 5
from 5 to

70,000, G = 5,

M

changes

Simulation 20: Cl, = C2 are deriued from FR, B = 10,000, a = 5,
tlrc decreasing Gncreasing) t'actor changes fi'ont 1 to 5 utith an
increment of 1
Simulation 21: Cl = C2 are deriaed from DOE, B = 10,000, a = 5,
the decreasing (incrensing) factor changes f'oftt 1 to 28 toith art
hrcrement of 3

The following observations can be made from the resuit
of Simulation 19 (see Fig. 7).

(( 5), algorithm HHNL outPerforms other aigorithms. However, r.ntheu F is 7 or
larger, the sequential version of algorithm WM (i.e.,

1) When factor F is small

rros) becomes the best

performer.

F increases as expected.
When F reaches 11, all intermediaie similarities can be
held in the memory. As a result, ozrs reaches its Iower
bound-each inverted file is scanned once' When F =
11, the number of documents in the collection is

2) uus decreases rapidly as
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3) If the number of documents in each of the two collections is not very large (roughly N, . N2 < 10,000 * B)
and both document collections are large such that
none can be entirely held in the memory, then algorithm VVM (the sequential version) can outperform

Cost

€-F
hvs €lhvr -xvvs Avvr -*hhs

hhr

:

l

,

other aigorithms.

4) For most other cases, the simple algorithm

HHNL

performs very well.
5) The costs of the random versions of these algorithms
depict the worst case scenario when the I/O devices
are busy satisfying different obligations at the same
time. Except for algorithm WM, these costs have no
impact in ranking these algorithms.

;

:

,,

Overail, the simulation results match well with our
r0

I2

F
Fig. 7. Result of Simulation 19.

reduced to 8,976 and ihe number of terms in each
document becomes 3,619.
3) has andhar are insensitive to the changes.
4) hhr decreases as F increases. This is because as F increases, the number of documents in C1 decreases.
Since the number of random I/Os is bounded b;r the
number of documents in C1, lzlzr decreases as a result.

Similar observations as for Simulation 19 can be made
for Simulation 20 with the only difference that ous reaches
its minimum faster for the latter. The reason is that the
number of documents in FR is originally much smaller than
that in WSj. Again, similar observations as for Simulation

analysis in Section 5.4.

7

6.2 An lntegrated Algorithm

In

Since no one aigorithm is definitely better than all other
algorithms in all circumstances, it is desirable to construct
an integrated algorithm that can automatically determine
which algorithm to use given the statistics of the two collections (Nr, N:, Kr, Kz, Tt, Tz, p, ct, E, system parameters
(8, P, a) and query parameters (1, seiectivities of predicates
on nontextual attributes). This integrated algorithm can be
sketched as follows:

none of the two colleciions has inverted ,itle /* in this
case, only HHNL can be used */
{compute /llls usine formula (HHS1);
compute bhhs; /* the counterpart of hhs when tl.re backward order is used (formula noi shown) *,/
If hls < bfths, use the forward order of HHNL;
Else use the backward order of HHNL;

If

19

can be made for Simuiation 21 with the only difference that
zrcs reaches its minimum slower for the latter. The reason is

that the number of documents in DOE is originally much
larger than lhat in WSJ.

rit
th.
thr
lec

pel

ofl
colr
the

tht
ter
5Li

ai:

ifi

sta

if only

m'l

one collection has inverted file /* only HHNL and
HVNL can be used in this case *,/
{If there is no selection
{compute ft/zs using formula (HHS1);

compute bftfts;
compute ftus using formula (HVS1);

compute bhas;

above extensive simulations.

gorithm HVNL incurs a cost which is about 4,000
times higher than that of Algorithm HHNL when the
memory buffer is small (B = 10,000); but, in Simulation 13, the cost incurred by Algorithm HHNL is more
than five times higher than that by Algorithm HVNL.
As a result, it is important to choose an appropriate
algorithm for a given situation.
2) If the number of documents in one of the two document collections, say M, is originally very small or becomes very small after a selection, then algorithm
HVNL has a very good chance to outperform other
algorithms. Although how small M needs to be to be
small enough mainly depends on the number of
terms in each document in the outer collection, M is
likely to be limited by 100 (it is 70 for Simulation 15).

!l!1i

i

6.1 Summary of the Simulation Results
The foliowing main points can be summarized from the
1) The cost of one algorithm under one situation can differ drastically from that of another algorithm under
the same situation. For example, in Simulation 1, Al-

for

af

/"

the counterpart of

ftzrs

when the

backward order is used (formuia not shown)

*/

)

Else

{estimate the number of documents that can participate in the join using the selectivities;
compute hfts using formula (HHS2);
compute bftlzs;
compute /zzrs using formula (HVS2);
compute &lzas;
I

ge!
Par

lar

ana

l

l

/i the counterpart of hus when the
backward order is used (formula not shown) */

compute bhas;

We

i--or

use the algorithm with the lowest estimated cost;

If both collections have inverted fiie
{If there is no selection
{compute /zfts using formula (HHS1);
compute bkfts;
compute hzrs using formula (HVSl);

Ac
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compute

?,tls

using formula (VVS);

l3l C. Buckley, C. Saltorr, and J. Allan, "Automatic Retricval with
Locaiitv lnformation Using Smart," Proc. Ftrst Tcxt Retricaal Conf .,

l

pp.5a-ll. (,aitlrersburg. Md.. Mar. laq3.

Else

{estimate the number of documents that can participate in the join using the selectivities;
compute ftft-s using formula (HHS2);
compute blllts;
compute /rz's using formula (HVS2);
compute blizts;
compute i,z,.s using formula (\lVS);
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Liu, ltttrodttctiott to

ln this Pclper, n'e preserrted and aualyzed three algolthms

ll()l

frrr pr-1ri1,55i11* joins betrt'een attribr-rtes of tertual tvpe. From

ll ll L. Lilian ancl B.

analvsis ar.rd simuiatioll, \^/e identifiecl, for each aigorithm,
ti're tvpr' of irrpr-ri document collections u'ith rr'l'rich the alco-

ritl'rm rs likch, to perform n'ell. More specificallr, u'c iound
that algorititnr H\INL can be verv competitive oniv n'herr
the nunrbcr of documcnts in c>rre of tire tn,o clocument collections is.''becon-res ve'rv small, ancl algoritirm \'\tlr.4 can
pcrt()rnl r'erl u'ell u'herr the numL.er of clocuments in eacir
of the trlir coilt'ctions is rrot ven' large and hoth tiocumcni
collt'ctions arc large sucir tirat lt()ne can be entrrell helcl rn
thc nttrlon" ln otirer cases, algorithm FlH\L is likelv to be
thc toF |erl()rnler. Since no otrc algoriihnr is defirriteiv bc-tter than ;rl1 other aigttritirms, rve proposed the idea of constructirrs an intr'grated alcorithm consistirrs of ilie basic
algoritirms -cucir ihat a particr,riar b.rsic algorithnt is invoked
if it iras tirc lort'est estimated cost. \Vc also irrdicated tirat the
siandardization of term numbers n'ill be verr. useful in
nru iiid

a taLrase environments.
Fr:rther str,rdic-s in this area irrclude.

1) investigate. the impact of the availabilitv of clusters on
tire performance of each aigoriti.rm;

2) deveiop cost forrnulas that include CPU cost and
communication cost;
3) develop algorithms that process textual joins in parailel; and

4) conduct more detailed simuiation and experiment.
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